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200 words abstract
Coherent is a technology that is clearly very relevant and performant. It surpasses in performance,
without much effort, the IM/DD systems. Our team and others have demonstrated several ultra-high
capacity systems based on coherent techniques, with or without carrier, with or without local
oscillators, simplified or fully DSP enabled. From spacings of 2.5GHz between 10Gb/s channels up
to ultra-high capacity “single” channels everything is possible and most of what is needed has
already been at least proven or demonstrated in lab. However it has been also very clear that IM/DD
are accepted easily in the standards and therefore the industry. Also, they have been performing, and
we see at the short reach data rates exceeding the 400G and even at the middle range or extended
range 40Gb/s and even more being worked our in the standards for the point to multipoint, and 80km
easily accessed at a medium low cost even for the point to point 80-100km. we will discuss the
changes and small steps required to try and make the match between the coherent benefits with the
IM/DD cost/ simplicity.

